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WANT TO CHANGE YOUR CITY?





“If you change the way you 
look at things, the things 
you look at change.” 
Wayne Dyer

Think about all the information 
created from the dawn of civilization 
up until  2003
Every two days now we create as 
much information as we did from the 
dawn of civilization up until  2003”
ERIC SCHMIDT
EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN, GOOGLE 
“ 
Last Week
Facebook didn't exist; 
Twitter was a sound; the cloud was 
in the sky; 4G was a parking place; 
LinkedIn was a prison; applications 
were what you sent to college; and 
Skype for most people was a typo.”
TOM FRIEDMAN
AUTHOR, “THAT USED TO BE US”
“
JUST SIX YEARS AGO…
We send over
8 Billion
text messages per day.
42%
JESSICA
What I want 






“I just learned how to skate where the 
puck was going, not where it was.”
WAYNE GRETSKY












































































94% More Likely 
to Live in a Central City  
Most Mobile



































































“Tear down walls, 
build bridges, and 
light fires.”
STEVE JOBS

